HD

LONG DISTANCE + ULTRA THIN + HIGH PERFORMANCE

EHD-HD12M
Ethereal’s EHD cable program is an entirely
new and very different approach to High Speed
Digital Interconnects, with the EHD cables
you will get assured 10.2G performance at any
length with out the need for any additional
electronics.
The E/HD cable design process starts with the
testing of several different cable designs to
find the best combination of raw performance.
Once a cable platform has been selected we
then install our active electronics and start the
labor and time intensive task of programming
individual length thresholds. These tests provide
us with data we need for all of the “High Speed”,
“EDID”, and Power parameters for each cable.
Upon completion we have production samples
made with our length specific programming
installed. These then go to “DPL” for final
testing. Only after “DPL” has signed off on
these cables do they become available to our
dealers. One of the truly nice things about this
product line is that “EVERY SINGLE CABLE” is
fully QC’ed during the programming process,
which gives custom integrators comfort and
assurance in their installations.
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EHD-HD12M
12 METER HD CABLE
LONG DISTANCE
EHD’s cables carry high-speed digital
signals at over 80 feet without ANY quality
loss. Reliability is not an issue with over
1,000 cables already in use with ZERO
defects - a 100% success rate!

ULTRA THIN

DPL

With cable diameters starting at 3mm,
EHD is the thinnest and most flexible
high-speed digital cable available that
exceeds HDMI test ratings.

Tested and certified

EHD-HD12M
Performance Specs

Cable Diameter
Cable Weight
Bandwidth

TECHNOLOGY
These revolutionary cables include
specially built data accelerators, that
are powered from within the cable,
keeping EDID and HDCP operating at
remarkable performance levels.

COLOR CODE

8mm
2 lb. 1.7 oz
10.2 G

Audio Return Channel

Yes

Ethernet Support

No

X.V. Color

Yes

Dolby True HD

Yes

DTS-HD Master Audio

Yes

Blu-Ray 3D

Yes

CEC Control

Yes

EDID Data Accelerator

Yes

LED Voltage Indicator

Yes

The snap-in color coded nubs help
distinguish between cables when
running multiple lines. Each cable comes
with 2 each of 6 colors.
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